AUTHENTICITY GAP WORKSHOPS
WHAT ARE AUTHENTICITY GAP WORKSHOPS?
When Do I Conduct A Workshop?
If there’s a business challenge that requires
engagement, a workshop is a place to start.
Best paired with Authenticity Gap insights,
workshops lay the foundation to determine
how to shape your marketing communication
plans going forward.

In simple terms, our workshops are in-depth sessions during which
executive leadership works hand in hand with FleishmanHillard’s global
industry and practice leaders. We work together to map out the strategy,
messages and program to align brand and reputation in a way that creates
more productive engagement with stakeholders.
But these aren’t simple workshops. These sessions – a complement to our
Authenticity Gap research – are much more than just a single-day event.
Before, during and after the session, we work to develop a strategic plan
that achieves your business goals, using FleishmanHillard’s proprietary
COMPASS model, which guides an organization through the entire
planning process, from conceptualization to execution.

BEFORE: research and executive
interviews with Authenticity Gap
model to map current landscape
DURING: understand present
position and ideate opportunities
and impossibilities
AFTER: activate new program
ideas, test theories and develop
for sustainable success
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An abbreviated version of
the workshops can also be
done for companies that haven’t
conducted the Authenticity
Gap research, though these
sessions rely on secondary
sources and internal interviews
for information and use the Nine
Drivers of Authenticity as a
framework for discussion.

LEARN MORE
For more information about FleishmanHillard’s reputation management expertise,
please visit fleishmanhillard.com/reputation-management. And to discover unique
industry insights on reputation, please visit centeronreputation.com.

